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A. Introduction

a /orU attention was, perhaps for the first time in recent history, drawn to a
crisis of unprecedented proportions in Africa, by thetCA and the United Nations
system as a whole,;which warned of an impending social and economic disintegration

2HmJte+COu i ?nt>--of starvation, death and misery. Sensational accounts of the
complete helplessness of Africans were recounted in the mass media of developed countries
1™ ?°?d me*>ure' these stories were accompanied by still and motion pictures showing
emaciated bodies of mothers and children, the agony of dying and the uaiiness of death

hunger and starvation.

anH jLu— as t[iese accoun*s may have been, they served as a jolt to African policy
and decision-makers to awaken them to the social and economic realities that have
h» Ihl rrn *uS n$ntin!nt for mr)y yeers now- The African crisis had been predicted
■?L ,,L 7 ' * lJ i^mny other bodies from as far back as the early 1970's, but
l+ZJ£*il 9 ? *S hai! 9One unheeded- Only when faced with the prospect of mass
of thpir SiiHnnnLc^ sufteVn^ ™ Africa d1d African countries begin to indicate signs
nf h a'niJ2nfs3 *? aCt 1n COncert t0 Pre"emPt a recurrence of the gfcstly scenes
of desolation that dominated the international news in 1984.

and n3iciS«'tnbJiS12??i?mer^cy meas^e? cons1st of Providing foodB,shelter, clothina
which have brnnnh^ Ln I 1°™ t° 2re V1?J "* of Afr^a's climatic and economic conditions
temoorarv rZl L b°Ut dro«ght- desert1fication and famine. These measures are only
S ;.,r 1*n*Vr5-th*+ WT™*r the cracks on the wall and cannot auarantee
The intPrn^o^i ° this disaster will not affect succeeding generations of Africans.
cat 1ZS Zn tnnnl 9°™unity ^ aware of this fact and African Governments are being

d"^ t0 dev se long-term measures to institute structural reforms to strengthen
peooles ^hf^T'h foundar^ a?d Prov1de a 1ess Precarious form of life to theirpeoples. They are being asked to look inwards, for a change, and embark

LP°L~ ?t^V/St ^Vf th il d l'
g, k upon doIIcIm

^V/ ^Vfy the S0Cial and ^onomicneedlof tKe?rPpe "
outside world for sustenance. In this, Africans should, &s
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More important, they have to devise ways of contributing more functionally to
the socio-economic development endeavours of their respective countries. This might
entail their behaving in "non-academic" ways or adopting "non-traditional" educational,
training and research practices. Whatever is called for, third-level educational
institutions in Africa must,p1ay their part and rise to the challenge of Africa s
social and economic crisis. This paper proposes ways in which African institutions of
higher-learning might begin preparing themselves to take on this task.

Section S of the paper, gives a brisf description of the nature and extentrOf the
social and economic crisis in Africa. A short review of measures undertaken over the
years to forestall its coming- to the fore, is provided in Section C. In Section D, ,
the paper analyses the role of third level educational institutions in Africa s
development with a view to showing some dysfunctional relationships between objective
needs for development and third level educational policies and programmes. In the
light of the discussions in these sections, a number of action proposals are proferred
in Section F. These proposals serve as a basis for discussion and as a spring board
for action by Africa's institutions of higher learning, through the Association of

African Universities.

B. The Nature of Africa's Social and Economic Crisis

1984 brought to a dramatic climax, the fifteen^year old African socio-economic
crisis, in the complete breakdown of the continent's weak economic props which since
independence were slowly being eaten away by the world recession, balance of payments
problems, the debt burden, the energy crisis, the food crisis, national disasters and
a devastating and prolonged drought which brought in large-scale famine, misery arid loss .

of life.

At the beginning of 1984* 24 African countries were considered "food-aid dependent"
meaning that they lacked the capacity to produce or to import food to fe6d their people.
Crudely expressed this means that these African countries lived with the spectre of
starvation lurking among their populations. Rather than abating, this new symptom of
the African crisis worsened, and by the end of the year, three more countries had been
added to the ranks of the potentially starving. This was the zenith of steadily
increasing food production inefficience within African countries,which w*s exemplified oy
the sharp drop in cereals production between 1981 and 1983 resulting in a food
requirement shortfall of more than 3.3 million tons. Also, and partly as a result of
the persistent drought conditions, the usable area of pastoral lands, had, by 1983,
been reduced by 25 per cent in the arid and semi arid region of the continent, thus
contributing significantly to the loss of some 20 to 30 per cent of the animal herd in

many African countries.

Drought and desertification were just two calamities caused by natural phenomena.
In 1983 and 1984, certain African countries also experienced floods, volcanoes and
cyclones. In all, thirty-nine out of fifty African States suffered from one form or
another of natural disasters. These disasters have taken their toll in human life,
have caused misery and suffering and have wrought havoc on the physical environment
of many African countries. They have destroyed land, crops and physical infrastructure,

have depleted labour from drought and disaster-prone areas and have increased human
and livestock pressures on arable and pastoral lands.
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These natural disasters and the resultant decline in food production and in

overall economic productivity within the continent were, as it were, the last ■

straw that broke the economic camei's back; for their impact on socio-economic

development efforts was exacerbated by a persistently unfavourable and ever-declining

world economic situation.

Inflation and a stubborn world recession combined with other factors which were

out of the control of African Governments to depress demand for primary comodities

which were virtually the.export preserves of African econmies in the world market,

and led to the fall of prices of primary products. In real terms, the prices of ;

these Af^'can primary products in 1982 were the lowest ever, since 1942. In the two

years between 1981 and .1983, there was a 15 per cent drop in the total value of

Africa's exports. Consequently, terms of trade deficits reached a record of 50 per

cent between 1977 and 1981, and by 1982 the region's balance of payments deficits had
risen to between $13 and $15. billion.

To mitigate this unfavourable international trade and finance situation African
Governments began resorting to certain panaceas such as the reduction of imports of

"non<-essential dommoditi.es" which resulted in a total drop in imports, of approximately

13 per cent in 1982 and 1933, and which caused strains on public investments aricT

financing1 of socio-economic development projects, and had a negative effect on capacity

utilization in African industrial enterprises. They also resorted to commercial';
borrowing which pushed up Africa's external debt 500 per cent between 1973 and 1982

to sjome 50.3.bi>Tion dollars, according to World Bank estimates, representing for

someAfrican xbtmtries, between 40 per cent and 60 per cent of GDP. ; By 1983^ debt
servicing atone* as a percentage of total value of exports had, in certain countries,
reached 25 per cent in 1983 from a mere 8 per cent ten years earlier. l-

ATI €h'e?;aforementioned problems were hightened by serious internal structural
inefficiencies. First among these, is the very nature and orientation Of the African
economy: '

*...the African economy is still basically underdevelopped. At the macro- ]

economic level, the structure of production is dominated by agriculture, mainly

. peasant agriculture, and services, which together account for 73 per cent of the

' total gross domestic product of .the.,region as a whole. The industrial base is small,

fractured and only minimally linked to the region's natural resource base. The

share of manufacturing in total output, mainly for export is. a mere 6.6 per cent

of GDP, While the generation of energy, and construction contribute only 1.3 per

cent and 2,3 per cent respectively to total output. In addition to these internal

structural imbalances, the African economy remains the most exposed in the world.

External trade constitutes the single major stimulus to Africa's internal socio-

: economic progress in spite of the narrowness of export commodities and the ,,

dramatic shifts in prices and the inherent technological content of imports"-^

1/ UNECA, ECA atid Africa's Development, 1983-2008; A Preliminary

Perspective Study; Addis Ababa, 1983c p. 15.
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land available to every African is farmed by him today.

To further complicate African agriculture. Govern.ent
inputs such as fertilizers, seeds, extens ™ «* *?£«* %
for the large part, to encourage the P™duction of Cash

the detriment of
has

35^SSreduce the region's dependence on

were found to rely too heavily "J.
industrialized countries to function
on others has been magnified by^e

to it. Foreign exchange shortages
African countries have b^ unable to import ^
at full -capacity. Thus, "etweenl?80 and 1983,

^l inputs

From the ™d-l9/o s to
d financial situaton

meant that inouswia

ii

S
from the developedTrom t %ence
now, ,

a™ Atric^ .P ^^

^?* ^ Tanzania and

^^;riirp^us^
industrialization in African-countries

de on :,zed 96

37

UNEGA>. EGA and Africa's Development^op cit 35.
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Wmle these contradictions were brought into sharo focus by the world
economic situation and the unfavourable climatic conditions' in Africa, the service
sector of African economies continued to be lulled by the false security provided
1L ,J • a* "atlonal Patrons- Banking, insurance, transport and communications
lLlt* in A7lca»Ly?^.heavi1^ dominated by foreign multinational companies,

capabilities in these areas, not having been sufficiently developed
*J!Oire S19n7flcant Participation of indigenes in the operation of the
tor ~ ■■

interna! weaknesses are to be found in poor financial, production,
rces and development management practices in African countries

h,,man0!her interna! weaknesses are to be found in poor financial, production,
human resources and development management practices in African countries
either n^?nhrnni-^ea?greu°f P?lit1cal instability which manifests itself in
corruption and graft Upheavals or mre subtlely in nepotism, tribalism,

iun of African social and economic conditions in the foregoing
ffitiTSE? *He ma"!f?stati0^ °f AWcan underdevelopment. It'is this very
unlil^ £ lendert flf^Can societi" a"d economies vulnerable to a host of
unexpected shocks. The effects of the world recession, inflation, balance of

PSPr°blfS Phe dtbtbur<ien etc- a11 underscore the con??nen?'S deep
nH ™rket^ and indeed °" the well-being of developed, industrialized

t^Jtn Ivn?n?? -ferqy criseVnderscore the re9ion's f«"ure-to develop
of d^nhfPl^HtS re!?ur«s for its °wn consumption and the deliterious

fII?M« *Lt Tt9 and desertification on African populations reveals Africa's
disasters Th?< ?!'th ° ct:este.bffsr* ^ dampening the shock of natural
aisasters. This is the real social and economic crisis in Africa it did not

tZZi~ T bUt haS always loomed over ms continent ?or as long as Africaneconomies chose an export-oriented, externally-induced strategy of development

c« Mitigating the Crisis

tionTwMrh ZTaVZ/t aS°Ve>,the food and ener9y cr1sis' the cli

1/ See UNECA, "The Revised Framework of Principles for the Implementation
of the New International Economic Order in Africa", Addis Ababa? 1976?
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to formulate development objectives and propose new strategies to attain them. At
that symposium, Adebayo Adedeji, Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission tor

Africa, observed:

"For the first time ever, we are asking ourselves a basic question:
What kind of development does Africa need, and how can it achieve that
kind of development? Underlying this question is the fundamental assumption
that we are no longer satisfied with mimicking other countries or other
economic systems; that we have come to realize that African countries
cannot continue to pursue economic policies and strategies as if they want
to be a poor imitation of America, England, USSR or China; that the time has
come for us to think seriously of evolving a genuinely authentic African strategy
for development that is not externally-oriented, that is not based on copying
other societies hook, line and sinker and that does not lead to acculturative
modernization. In other words, that the time has come for African Governments
and peoples to begin to evolve their own uniquely African pattern of development
and lifestyles which is built on their rich cultural heritage, their social
structure and economic institutions and their considerable natural resources-
a pattern of development and life style which, while borrowing from other
societies and other countries, is neither imitative, nor alienetes us, the
Africans, from our cultural heritage"-^

Following closely on the heels of this symposium was the now-well-known
African Economic Summit which convened at Lacos, the outcome of whose deliberations
was the famous Lagos Plan of Action for Economic Development for Africa. The Heads
of State and Government reviewed the economic performance of the continent over the
past two decades and concluded that their achievements in social and economic
development fell short of expectations. In examining some of the reasons for this
state of affairs, they declared as follows

"We view with disquiet, the over-dependence of the economy of our continent
on the export of basic raw materials and minerals. This phenomenon has made
African economies highly susceptible to external developments and with
detrimental effects on the interest of the continent"2/

They decided to pursue measures of a self-reliant, inward-looking nature which
would ensure that Africans produce goods and services to meet their own needs on a
self-sustaining basis. Foremost among these was the objective of reorienting
agricultural policies towards a much greater emphasis on food production to forestall
the eventuality of a food crisis in Africa. The plan identifies means which would
minimize food losses, ensure food security and boost food production. Account is
also taken of the need to develop the relevant institutional support services, if the
new objectives for agricultural development are to be attained. In this, the P<an
identified scientific, technological and agricultural research as being indispensable.

1/ OAU, hat .ind of Africa by the .ear 2000? Addis Ababa, 1979 p. 57.

2/ OAU, Lagos Plan of Action for the Economic Development of Africa,

1980-2000, Addis Ababa, 1980 p.7
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With regard to natural resource;, and industry, the Plan proposes measures
which would more effectively link the two and contribute to the full development
of eight basic industries by the year 2C00. Other critical socio-economic development
areas were considered in the Lagos PUn of Action. They include science and technology,
rural development, transport and communications, housing and urban development, trade
and finance, human resources etc.

- Based on the aspirations expressed, and the objectives and recommendations
S5"n inJStr Lagos Plan of Action, a 25-year perspective study was undertaken by
lla iir l983-£ ■ That study revealed that If present trends, continue. Africa's "socio-
economic conditions would be characterized by a degradation of the very essence of
human dignity1^. This, said the study would.be the end result of an almost total
breakdown of the continent's social and economic fabric. To mitigate this, the
study proposes policies, strategies anc! recommendations for implementation-under a
.normative scenario.- In so-doing, it states that,

; ".... to avoid the spectre of increasing mass poverty, underemployment and
general-instability-wMch are implied in the historical trend scenario,
African countries must devise and implement adequate national, subregional
and regional measures„ In other words, the future emerging from the normative
scenario depends mainly on the^'wiM11 of Africa, i.e. its people to initiate
change 3/ r ! ■ -:. ' ■■■

The study goes on to make prescriptions for action in the''areas of food ;
production, energy development, industrial development transport and communications,

-trade and finance and general economic.-dejfejopwent.policies. It emphasises, that
forany meaningful impact-to be felt on the continent's social a'n'd .ecbnornic
conditions, these.measures must be imp;smented -within the context of economic
cooperation and with an. eventual objective of regtionar.economic integration iVview.

:■ :.Up.to.>1984y most of these warnings had gone urheaded and little had been
done by African Governments to begin evolving the types of policies and proqrammes
that would be consonant with the several decisions they hid taken to strengthen
their economic foundations. By tnen, conditions had deteriorated so rapidly and
had rendered African economies so fragile as to make the continent buckle under
the weight of one more adverse condition - this tNe, urouyht.

»-a *uPartifr?m the.flow of *>od a^ from donor countries in the developed world,
and the well-known interventions of the United Nations and other international
organizations, African countries themselves came together in several gatherings'

2LE0 5r*on the nature and extet:t of the soc'ia' dnd ecun^nic crisis that has hit
them and to agree on yet more courses of .action that would Vender their'eConomies
and their societies less vulnerable to further repetitions. Notable amono these
meetings were the Tenth Meeting of the Conference of Ministers of the Economic Commission

1/ ECA and Africa's Development, op.cit. ;

2/ Ibid p. 93

3/ Ibid p.96
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for Africa, which dealt in depth with the issue and prepared a special Memorandum
on Africa's economic and social crisis for presentation to the 1984 session of
ECOSOC and the 20th Session of the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the
OAU; the Regional Ministerial Meeting on Africa's External Indebtness, held in
Addis Ababa durina 18-20 June 1984; the ECA scientific roundtable on the climatic
situation and drought in Africa, and the conference on the food situation in Africa.
These conferences came up with a number of-,bold recommendations which require urgent
action on the part of African Governments -{ They touch on econpnric, fiscal and
investment policies; on certain structural reforms; on management development; on
Africa's external indebtness; but above all, on education, training and research
activities within and among African countries. These last set of recommendations
suggest a number of actions which require significant contributions from African
third-level educational institutions towards mitigating Africa's social and economic
crisis.

D. Institutions of Higher Learning and the Social and Economic Crisis in Africa

It has not so far become evident that African third-level educational institutions
have clearly defined their role, or worked out a strategy for applying the knowledge,
expertise and research capabilities available to them in assisting their respective
Governments to attack the serious social and economic problems facing them. Although
the various appeals and recommendations for action have not specificaly been directed
to Institutions, it is patently clear that African third level educational institutions
must evolve a programme to contribute to efforts to rescue the African economy and
to tackle the present crisis.

A quick review of the areas of weakness which require urgent attention indicate
that present teaching and research programmes in universities and other third-level
educational institutions have to be enriched in such a way as to provide effective
support to national and regional development efforts.

(i) Conceptual framework for socio-economic development planning in Africa

1 The first area that requires urgent action in African institutions of
higher learning is the concept of development itself. There is the need to correct
the erroreous perception of development which is propagated through teaching and
learning programmes in the social sciences. The body of knowledge on which higher
education is based comes to Africa mainly from developed, industrialized societies.
Naturally that body of knowledge has been developed from experiences and aspirations
of those particular societies. It is incorrect to assume that Africa shares the
same experiences and aspirations as European and American societies, or that what
holds trUe for them can apply to Africa. For instance, Rostow's theory of growth

1/ See for example "Special Memorandum by the ECA Conference of Ministers on
Afr1ca!s Economic and Social Crisis", ECA, Addis Ababa, July 1984, and
Addis Ababa Declaration on the External Indebtness of African Countries.
(Embodied in the special Memorandum).
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which was based on the'Western European and American development experiences,
dominated reaching, of development economies? in African universities for a number
of years until a few eminent Latin American and African scholars discredited it
as being inappliable-to present Third World conditions In general, and African
socio-economic and political realities in particular. In like manner, Western
social scientists misled teaching and research in African universities into acceptinq
the premise that growth was synonymous with development. Only relatively recently
has that myth been blown. The idea is now behu mooted that there may be a need
w+-fT'tln9 ?con?mics ™d sociology textcooks currently being used in African
UVIZtl?ns?. in *he same way th£t the history textbooks have been rewritten to
tell the truth about the African continent.

a«n There Is also ^he need for innovation-of the type that would make teaching
and research rcore of a mirror of Africa's economic and social aspirations and,
fllw,v!1eS; !-an ?x?mPle» the teaching of and research into labour economics in
African educational institutions has not adequately addressed itself to the character
and dynamics of the labour factor -input in African production, especially in the
In96 subsistence/agricultural sector and in the growing informal sector.

SFK y§ COncep*s and definitions of labour force, employment, unemployment etc.
i 2nCu-aP1n COme t0 Afr1ca from industrialized, completely monetized

S? c ?^ WhiCh are applied within the continent.-fit Africa's socio-economic
ities like square pegs in «ound holes, <wd contribute little to providing the

Dases for employment planning in the region,

in 4JM!0?? w1th2ut saying that over time* whatever is taught or researched
ILlcs*™*lon? ?f higher learning becomes concretized in planning offices, in board
rooms and in ministries and becomes the basts for the formula.tvon of policies,

hive Z^i^h'^ Thfefore whatever conceptual error* or misconceptions may
J^^?1,^ lrm third-level educational instituions, in the long run, become
&!«£» Vnto.poor and ineffective development planning and policies; for in
the area of socio-economic development, theories do.not create reality. Or the

ff^ ^11ty tha ddlt h
ae reality. Or the

is ff^rw^ ^y - sound.dt«lopfl«nt theory.must emerge. The onous^ - .p theory.must emerge. The onous

imS?d« KMn umvfSitieSs but alsc 0R other third-level educational
^ provide the correct conceptual framework within which Africa's

p?ans"e5olvedC reallt1es C3n be interpreted an. effective development policies and

IheJ4?°S flan of Act1on wh1ch "ay-'be considered a radical departure
h tl0[!al ?PPr?aches ^ development plannino in Africa, has not so far
!c^T9h enti?us!asm ^ academicians and researchers as to have served as
^ I meaningful research within national institutions on problems of

thJ?I CTit«2 «id^1S1VidM\C2!:nir?es °r the cont1nent at lQr^e- ^thermore,
to warrant itlhflnn^H SUflges? ^hat U has been considered important enough as
and soci^oav YpK?VS ' b"STS l°J taach1fig C0UrSes in "^rgraduate economicsana sociology Yet uhis is, so far, the most profound reaopraisal of Africa's
development strategies, based on a sound assessment ,.f the causes anc' effects of
underdevelopment in the region. That It h*s not as /et served as a useful 1 out
nto teaching and research in the continent's education and training inst tut^ons
thA!UrtHr Pr°°f ?f ?e fa1lure of African institutions of higher learn ng to refine
the parameters required for African development nlanning 9
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(ii) Course offerings

not so structured as to adequately meet this requirement ^^icas survival I he

priorities.

.elected African countries. As c.n be gleaneJ fro. 1*. 'f'% »" '

sj* 2SS.r^rssir.^? S
engineering, none in meteorology, one in hydrology, four n agricuitural engin
two in soil conservation and only two in veterinary medicine. Obviously, rn?s
ftu tion lsCmost inadequate fo/the provision of the Urge numbers c) skills so
urgently required to attach the food and climatic problems facing this region.

Related to the above, is the question of curricula reform in African educational
Institutions. The following observation made to the African Vice-Chapce ors
Presidents and Rectors of Institutions of Higher Learning in 1982 is stiii vatia

today:
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TABLE I: Third Level Enrolment in 27 African Countries by field of Study (mid 1970:r,

Field Nos

Education, Science and

Teach&r Training

Humanities, Religion

and Theology

Fine end Applied Arts

Social and Behavioural
Sciences

Law

Commercial and Business

Studies ■* ■ ■ > -

Mass Communication and

documents

76559

90027

11370

27854

90832

120343

5950

Home Economics and

Domestic Science

Service Trades

Natural Sciences

Mathematics and Computer

Medical and Health Services

Engineering

Architecture and Town

Planning

Trade, Craft and Industrial

Programmes -.: :..

2434

1621

44590

2941

81670

67793

3564

941

Transport

Agric, for

Otnsr

Total

and Communications

■estry & fishing

-■■;-.....

,1233

...,. 56896

14600

703218

% of total enrolment

10.9

12.8

1.6

4lo

12.9

17.1

0.9

0.2

6,0

0.4

11.6

10.0

0.5

0.1 ;.

2.1

100.00

Source: UNESCO Statistical yearbook, Paris 1980, Table 5.4
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TABLE II

Cash crop production
"*

Food crops production

Fisheries

Animal husbandry

_ •—

Food science

Agric. Mechanics

Marine engineering

__—., -—

Agric. extension

-

Poultry production

Forestry production

i ... i

Aqric. Admin. .1

Agric. engineering

Hydrology

Meteorology

Animal health

Vet. medicine

Soil conservation

Agric. trades

Agric, economics

Irrigation engineering

Water resources

n

biahi(OCD
to

c
tn

S-

d)

c

0

I
c
•r—

c

;swa
CO

"1
0

5
0

_J

■

"H
CO

1
3=
CO

•£

rO

cr

£
CO
N

C
(O

H-

rd

and
en

iuri
./

l/'

■■■/

Source

■

: Training for Agricultural Development, Cowonwealth Secretariat, London.
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"It is not certain that there is much within African third-level
educational curricula that distinguishes them from curricula in
developed countries. This is especially true of scientific, technical
and engineering disciplines. Yet any curriculum should be determined
by the needs for social/economic and political development of a particular
society. The needs in skills and knowledge in Africa differ from those
in Britain, France or the United States. To what extent have third level
educational institutions developed their curricula to respond to Africah
heeds? Much as there are efforts in primary and secondary school curricula
reform and development, there is little talk of, and evenness action oh !
curricula reform in third-level educational institutions-K

It is evident that the question of university curricula and the need for
reforms must be taken very seriously and acted upon urgently if African third-
level educational institutions are to rise to the challenge of Africa's socialand
economic crisis.

_The way African third level educational institutions are structured into
faculties, schools and departments are another mimickry of the parent institutions
in the former metropoles. Institutions in the latter may have, in the past,
appeared to function as academic enclaves within their societies, pursuing
knowledge for knowledge's sake. Today, however, with the new demands being made
on thereby industry and government, they have had to transform themselves into
research, consultancy and training centres for agriculture, industry, services
and government.

One can recall the earliest departures from university traditions in Western
turope and the controversies that they provoked in academia in the nineteenth
century. The study of theology, philosophy and history dominated the concerns
of European universities and it was with great difficulty that the "social"
sciences such as sociology, anthropology and economics emerged to be accepted
as worthwhile areas of knowledge that warranted study at the university. Since
those times realities of modern life have necessitated developments in university
*™ ?2f learmn9 an? research that would have been unthinkable just two centuries
SS ;h.,i+ a art.schooyf °f nur*sing, departments of mass communications, institutes

nil* e?ucation- schools of social works, programmes in econometrics, criminology,
n^mi^ a *■*'* **» that ™*>«* to P-sent-day social,

If the African third-level educational institution has evolved along these
lines, it has done so simply by apeing its Western idols. None has been so
H I to.evolve Programmes that contribute in skills and knowledge to Africa's

h dTi0PfIK*0*! fear of be1n9 classified as second rate or poor quality,
n contiI?en*s' abundent livestock resources, there are no courses in meat

££ I?ll9y SVn l^er,?nd tannery. The region faces a water crisis, yet no
And whlrp *L thohy?."e" coi?struction in third-level educational institutions.
And where are the African equivalents of the Chinese "barefoot doctors"?

1/ ECA, PAKM/AAU/ED/10/82. p.20.
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Even within what exists by way of the structure of African third-level
educational institutions, there is cause to question the perceptions of the
relative importance of certain knowledge areas vis-a-vis the requirements
for their application in the development effort. There continues to exist
I larSHmoSnt of compartmentalization of knowledge In the way facult es »d
departments operate in isolation of each other and the almost total d scouragement
of interface arong them. Yet Inpartmg know!dege for development calls for
a broad multidiciplinary approach which if applied in African institutions of
hiqher learning, should allow for the existing structural barriers to be
to?n Sown and facilitate an integrated approach to learning and research for
development,

(iii) Food and agriculture - related research

For the Dast twenty years, research on African rural and agricultural

has

last tenEyea?s!nSWestern anthropologists and sociologists dominatea ™+,Jii'crWistsl/
they

which the bulk of this work was carried out were ^ose set upby..former I

aas'.&sts.-raitem™

sssss s
practices. Research on

cro^'o^oVthelcological rtfum"* certain cropping practices was ""
non-existent.

Afriran aaricultural research. The concentration has been too strong y on
mechanization and Us eflects on yields, acreage, labour demand and financial and
economic costs. U

and Baker- Pnc^rrh nn Agricultural Development in Sub-Saharan
^SsS, for a review of the research effort in Arrican

r Agriculture.

2/ Eicher and Baker, op.cit.
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Aqronomic research was intensified, especially in the countries of the
Sahel region, but their application to agriculture has been slow in coming.

Research on fertilizer has placed emphasis mainly on its cost and benefits

and on reactions of certain crops to its use. Little evidence exists to

indicate any strong R & D elements associated with these activities- As far as

research work on water resources, soil conservation and irrigation are concerned, ^ ,

the evidence suggests that research activities in these areas are only rudimentary-^

Most of the research work on Africa's food and agriculture needs has been

undertaken outside African universities. A number of specialized agricultural

research institutions, which have mushroomed over the years account for the vast

majority of problem-solving research in food and agriculture. Thay have been set

up. or heavily supported by agencies of the Unitsd Nations System, intergovernmental and

non-governmental organizations. The following are a few of the leading agricultural

research institutions in Africa:

(i) West Africa Rice Development Authority;

(ii) International Institute of Tropical Agriculture; ;

(iii) International Livestock Centre for Africa;

(iv) Desert Locust Control Organizac;^. fc. East and Centra! Africa;

(v) International laboratory for Research in Animal Diseases.

At the national level, it is true that efforts have been stepped up to

provide opportunities for research in African agriculture. In Kenya, the university

of Nairobi's Institute of Development Studies and the Dapartn.ent of Agricultural

Economies have done interesting research works mainly in the areas of agricultural

economics and rural sociology. The University of Dar-es-Salaam's Bureau of Resource

Assessment and Land Use Planning (BRALUP) ana the Department of Agricultural;..: ,

conomics have also undertaken a number of studies in rural development and farm

production. The Universities of Zambia and Zimbabwe have also undertaken useful

research activities in rural development, marketing, tobacco production9 etc.

In West Africa, Ibadan University has been prolific in its research work

carried out at the Department of Agricultural economics, The enijnhasis has been

on farm management, marketing, employment and incomes studies. Logon's Institute

of Statistical, Social and Economic Research has undertaken * number of studies on

food production, consumption patterns., and the cocoa industry. The Senegalese

Institute of Agricultural Research and the Mai ion Ir$$itut» of Rural Economics have

undertaken a number of village studies in the Sahel.— < -

V See world Bank, staff working paper No, 4583 1981, Bc+trall, "A comparative

study of the management and organization of irrigation projects", also

Bromley et. al. "Water reform and economic development: Institutional

aspects of water management in developing cdlifttrie5"» Economic Development

and Cultural Charge, 1980. ;

2/ Ericher and Baker, op.cit. pp.67-71.
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Two observations emerge from this review: firstly, the range and intensity
of research activities in African thinMevel educational Institutions is .
insufficient to unravel all the problems confronting Africa's rood ^ndagr cultural
production. Very little is being done in the area of climatology, meteorology and
delated disciplines to help the African decision-maker and farmer better understan -
what to expect from the weather and other climatic conditions in order to guioe
their decisions on agricultural production. With the exception of the univers y f
Zimbabwe, which has an on-goinq research,programme on irrigation, hardly anything
eX in African universities"to suggest that.re5earcHactivit1es.are concerned
with water problems in the continent. Table Ill.shows the actual and projectec
post-graduate enrolment by field of engineering :in African universities. T.ie research

TABLE III: Projected Post-Graduate Student Enrolment by Field of Engineering in^

Africa

Field of

Engineering
81/82 82/83 33/84 34/85 85/86 86/87 37/88 '88/89^89/90

Agricultural Msc

Engineering PhD

Chemical Msc.
Engineering PhD.

Mining Msc.
Engineering ,PhD.

Civil Engin. Msc.
PhD.

Electrical Msc.

Engineering PhD,

Metallurgy Msc.

Engineering PhD.

Water Res. Msc.
Engineering PhD.

Total Msc.

PhD.

168

17

315

32

400 454

60 86

499

113

534

127

565

138

15

6

15

5

569

141

15

6

15

5

569

144

77

36

77

4,073

85*
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work in third level educational institutions is expected to be produced mainly by
students such as these. And in the critical areas of agricultural engineering,
irrigation, water resources and energy, only 25.8 per cent, 13.4 per cent and 1.3
per cent respectively are enrolled at the post-graduate level, In the ten years
between 1981 and 1990, only 1146 agricultural engineers with post graduate degrees,
84o water resource engineers at that same level, and 113 post-graduate degree-holders
in energy would have been produced by African third-level educational institutions. In
tact, it is not certain that these students will be included in the sort of research
that would contribute to finding solutions to some of Africa's crises.

The second observation has to do with the way Africa's third-level educational
institutions have distanced themselves from Africa's real problems of development.
fcven they, had not prepared themselves for contributions to mitigating Africa's
social and economic crisis. For example, research programmes have for the most
part, not addressed themselves to food security problems of the continent or to the
questions of agricultural settlement, rural industrialization etc. And in the few

lllL re r?fearch cld h hd i
g eent, rural industrialization etc. And in the few

llclL fc re r?fearch could have had an impact on agricultural.production and productivity,
research result?.have not trickled down to benefit the farmer!/ In this way, with
ail the research work on agricultural?machanization in Africa, the region's agriculture

Itlt ^ f1Zf ln th? world furth h thi l
on agricultural?machanization in Africa, the regions agricultu

in Iftilt* ^a f1Zf ln th? world- • furthermore, research, teaching and learning
in African third-level educational institutions continue to be carried out in
isolation of the needs of the community, to- the extent that third level educational
institutions have not adequately established functional linkages between themselves
and policy-makers, practitioners and clients such as farmers, planners, investors,
entrepreneur etc. Without these linkages research would be akin to a rose blooming
in the desert, seen by no one and of use to none.

th« nlU-^J^1?"* !*?e ac^Yities of institutions of higher learning have not affected
tne pace and direction of industrial development, the provision of social services,
management practices, or even ethos in the public service. These "Output" linkages
must be established if third level educational institutions are to serve as catalysts

Ind SSSStiff1Qf fOrmulatl'OR' and c™s"Hancy centres for project development

n.it^dl^fcfll!!^ !h0u^ consJsJ of drawinr on knowledge and expertise from
of lit*n^vt^ngt?en *eacl?1n9 ™d learning within institutions. The experiences
In vl. ZI^ Urv -eXtf-1On agent could be used t0 supplement theoretical learning.
thJ1!^ *9 Publ-C administ™tion and management programmes could draw from
the wealth of experience of practitioners in government, the public and private sectors

krsrs&ss: »arrin9 students ™re *»»*«»t ?

1/ OAU/ECA/FAO: "Report on the Food situation in Africa", Addis Ababa, 1984.

2/ See Eicher and Baker, op.cit, pp. 139-149.
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(iv) Strengthening development Management

The Social and economic crisis has been caused, in part,.by inefficiencies

in Management of the African economy. To the extent that this observation is

accurate to that extent have institutions of higher learning in Africa been guilty

of failure either through omission or through Commission.

Teaching, and research on Management for development in Africa suffers from

a number of inadequancies* Available programmes are either -Inadequate in quantity
and in quality, or are too theoretical to be of any real use in management

improvement. There is need for efforts to be steuped up to provide programmes in

public administration of the type that would be directly relevant to solving Africa's
problems. These programmes might cover management improvement in the public sector

and parastatal enterprises; fiscal and financial management within an African

context; procurement and supplies management; development administration.

To give relevance to these management development areas, much research work

is called for to separate what is relevant to African realities from what is

not/ For instance, management practices in enterprises in the United States of
America are determined by a host of cultural, economic and psycho-sociological

factors which emanate from the society and from the level of its development.

Applying management theories and practices from that society to African conditions

without adapting them to fit the prevailing socio-political and economic conditions

on the continent is tantamount to building castles in the air. The way the Japanese

have succeeded in weaving modern management practices into their own socio-cultural,

economic and political traditions to produce a highly efficient economic management

system, is an example of what still remains to be done by African countries. This

is a task that African institutions of higher learning must rise up to.

Efforts to evolve new conceptual bases for managing economic development

in Africa must of necessity devote much attention to the question of developing

and managing human resources. The way this generic area has been neglected by

African institutions of higher learning is underscored by the fact that only one

university in the entire African continent has a programme - albeit small -

on human resources development.. As far as programmes on management,of the employee,
the workforces the organization and the economy is concerned, African third level

'educational institutions have still not acted to respond to needs.-A

(v) Inter-institutional cooperation

After having decided on new areas of emphasis to meet Africa's requirements

to mitigate the social and economic -crisis,, it would be expedient for African third-

level educational institutions to agree among themselves, which from among them should

be assigned responsibility for developing certain teaching and research programmes

in given fields. The need for this to be done is based on the fact that proliferation

1/ See C.Grey-Johnson, "Human Resources Development in Africa", in the

Handbook of Hunian Resources Development, L.Nadler ed., John Wiley and

Sons, New York, 1934.
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of programmes within the continent would be unrealistic and wasteful given the
meagre resources presently available to African educational institutions. An

appeal of this sort, which was made to Heads of African third-level educational
institutions in 1982, seems to have fallen on deaf ears. The following had been
asked of them:

"It goes without saying that African third-level educational institutions

cannot individually undertake all the manpower development activities

required in all sectors of the economy. Some form of regional

framework would need to be created within which, through inter-institutional
cooperation, intensified action can be taken. The AAU could assist

by intensifying its programme of institutional specialization and
cooperation in manpower development. This would be tantamount to

sharing of the tasks and responsibilities among African institutions
such that, for example some institutions would concentrate on the

training and education of chemical engineers; some on electro-mechanical
engineers; some others on metallurgists; and other groups on technical
teachers and teacher trainers etc. This arrangement would ease the
pressure on existing institutions to cover all fields with meagre
resources1-'

It is now, more than ever before, with the adverse social and economic conditions
prevailing on the continent, that some concerted actions should be taken to heed
this appeal and act upon it,

E. Proposals for Action

The African predicament places a heavy responsibility on the teaching and
research capabilities of African institutions of higher learning. Innovations
in these areas, of the type that would respond to the short, medium and the long
term requirements for attenuatino the crisis and laying the bases for self
sustained development, call for African third level educational institutions to
begin their own programme of action in teaching and research. The following areas
may be considered of top priority to assist the regional effort. They are by
no means exhaustive, nor do they purport to cover all aspects of the problem. They
are to be seen only as a starting point for a more sustained invr.lvsnent rf instttuti^h
in the new development effort.

0) Agricultural research: Ways have to be found to influence the
direction of African agricultural policies so that the right

emphasis is placed on production for local needs rather than for
the needs of others. This requires deep policy analysis, research
into alternative policy priorities, and guidelines on how to evolve
the most viable policy options which would respond to the new
objectives without disrupting lifestyles or placing too heavy a
strain on resource mobilization and utilization. Research on
policy implementation would be a logical sequel. This would
include work on production systems and methods, crop varities,
land sustainability, soil and water conservation, land tenure
systems reduction of post harvest losses which currently stand
at 20 to 30 per cent of total production etc.

V ECA, PAMMD/AAU/ED/10/82; op. cit. pp 22 and 23
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More specifically, there is need for Africans to better

understand the causes of drought and desertification with a

view to tafciri$;precautions-T,eces3ary co protect themselves
from its nefarious effects, Work in this area may include ',.'""'; '

(a) A strengthening of the Continent's meteorological . ■.

and hydrological data base with * view to eventually . tr
creating the bases for the installation ot effective'
early-warning systems to yuids planning wd production;

(b) Providing courses for the training of middle and high

level meteorologists and hydro'iogists in sufficient

numbers to serve local and regional neadsj

(c) Creating, or strengthening, where they already exist,

capabilities for crop forecasting with e view.to assisting

national, efforts to attain food security;

(d) Instituting research programmes on emergency and crisis

management for application not only tc drought, but also

to all types of unforeseen national disasters,;

(e) Intensifying work r.r ran?* mar^ement practices sc as 'to

assist national evrorts'to create the-correct balance
between livestock population size and the carrying capacity
of rangelands especially in the arid and sqmi-aivid zones ov

the region;

(f) Carrying out studies on overgrazing, deforestation and ■
cropping practices,and therr effect on climate and soil -

fertility; : ■-■'■ ; -

(g) Beginning research and study programmes 'iatb^tjie'.develppment,
conservation, and rational utilisation, of renewable natural

resources; ■' ■: ; '

(h) Intensifying research on the expTo'itatiGrisconservatidn9

control and utiiizat'orvov soil and wat^r resources; .

(i) Assisting in the collection and analysis of data relative

to all of the above and to other; areas of ra'ievanr-e

to national and regional efforts to mitigate the impact

of the crisis.

(ii Industrial research and development: As, in agricultural develouT.sr.

universities, .po^y technics etc.- can make significant contributions
to the region's industrialization efforts. The area of

industrialization policy requires much research tc guide tha

necessary redirection. Industrialization strategies have to be
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propose concerete measures for action in the short, medium
and long-terms. Accordingly, in what follows, a number of
proposals are made for implementation within the work programme
of the Association of African Universities.

. 1 Special task forces to review university curricula
and propose refonrcf

Should be set up on a subregional basis. They may

be organized thus

(a) North Africa

(b) West Africa

University of Algiers, Algeria (leader)

Ain Shams University, Egypt

Mohamed V. University, Morocco

University of Ibadan, Nigeria (leader)

Dakar University, Senegal

University of Sierra Leone,

Sierra Leone

Bay

(c) East and

Southern

Africa

: University of Benin, Benin

: University of Ouagadougou, Bourkina Faso

: University of Malawi, Malawi (Leader)

: University of Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania

University of Zimbabwe

: National University of Lesotho

: Universtiy of Yaounde, Cameroon (Leader)

: University of Gabon

: University of Zaire

It is further proposed that detailed terms of reference be prepared for these
task forces and that they endeavour to conclude their work by June 1986. A special
meeting of the AAU should then be convened by September 986 to study the f ^ings
and recommendations of the task forces and agree on modalities of implementing them.

(d) Central

Africa
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Panel should be set up to appraise teaching and research
capabilities and capacities In African universities with
a vtewto'choosing centres or excellence for the development
of research and learning programmes In priority areasT**^

These panels may be organized by the AAU thus:

(a) Water,resources: University of Khartoum, Sudan (Leader)

: Alfatah University, Libya

: University College of Botswana

: University of Science and Technology
(Ghana)

(b) Food Research

(c) Irrigation
Science and

Engineering

(d) Hydrology

;{e) Farm tools
Research and

Development

University of Ife, Nigeria (Leader)

.University of Gezira, Sudan

Oniversity of Zambia

University of Angola

University of Ivory Coast

University of Ouagadougou, Bourkina
Fa&o (Leader)

Oniversvty of Brazzaville, Congo

"University of Zimbabwe

Yaba College of Technology, Nigeria

University of Tunis, Tunisia (Leader)

Benin University, Togo

Ecole Nationale d'Ingenieurs, Mali

University of Lagos, Nigeria

Helw*nUniversity, Egypt

University of Alexandria (Leader)

University of Science and Technology
(Ghana) w

University of Nairobi, Kenya

Makerere University, Uganda
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redefined and the necessary inward-looking linkages established
so that industrial development does not become an economic

nrnJhC I !^Tl1ty but a true en9ine ofsocial and economic
growth. In this respect, the following may need to be done:

(a) Establish an inventory of locally available natural
resource inputs for use in industrial production.

(b) Propose types of small and-medium scale industries
that would contribute to time and energy saving in
agricultural production while boosting productivity levels.

(c) Reexamine import substitution industralization strategies
with a view to studying their cost-effectiveness, their
viability and their demands on scarce resources.

(d) Carry out in-depth studies on labour productivity, capital/
labour mix and management practices in industrial establishments
so as to isolate those factors that have been responsible
for depressing output levels with a view to proposinq
corrective mearu^es to be embarked upon.

(e) Undertake a number of U D activities that could be
*!cable immediately to solving some of the industrialization
problems in African countries.

(f) Evolving technological packages such as drought resistant
seed varieties, plant protection measures, fertilizers,
pesticides and herbicides for ust in the different agro-
cnmatic zones of drought-prone countries in order to
increase crop yields and boost prductivity,

(g) Develop industrial consultancy services within third
level educational institutions to provide assistance to
public, private or parastatal enterprises on a whole
range of productivity questions.

Cooperation among institutions

th^SHJf1!!? ^e.Pervasi've"ess of the African crisis and defining
the roeof African institutions of hiqher learning in mitiaatina
the crisis serves only as a springboard for action? it stig*t1ng
necessary to go beyond that exercise to identify areas.and
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(f) Meteorology: University of Science and Technology,
Algeria (Leader) .■

(g) Drought and
Desertific

ation research

(f) Veterinary

Science and

Medicine

University of Brazzaville, Congo

University of Nairobi, Kenya

Njala University College, Sierra Leone

University of Sokoto, Nigeria (Leader)

National University of Somalia

University of Chad

University of Niamey, Niger

University of Nairobi, Kenya (leader)

University of Jos, Nigeria

The work of these panels should be completed by March 1986 and the
findings, recommendations and implementation modalities be presented
to the proposed AAU meeting ip September 1986.

(3) A working group should be sj»t3ip to propose a set of new
contents of undergraduate textbooks and syllabi in the social
sciences and to recommend chapter or book authors. It may be

constituted thus:

(a) Economics,

(b). Social^

Develop

ment .

University of Port Harcourt, Nigeria (Leader)

University of^Zimbabwe

University of Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania

Eduardo Mondlane University, Mozambique

University of Ghana, Legon (Leader)

Dakar University, Senegal

University of-Nigeria, Nsukka

Mansoura University, Egypt.
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(c) Political Science : University of Swaziland (Leader)

: University of Madagascar

: University of Benin

(d) Development Administration
and Management : ^madu Bello University

Nigeria (Leader)

[■- .'■■ '• University of Lesotho

: University of Khartoum,
Sudan

task fKJ'Mfi grea^enr^hir^'insSitutio^6 Z% "^pan.!, and
been listed voluntered to paVticioate in thl nl*™ns *hich haye not specifically
choice. Furthermore, these £oSps w«Id dSrivf ^tlO"S*Of the groups of thei>
and research expertise of certtirTreaiona? 21i\ ^ ««st-ance from the knowledge
following n*y be' cited for'StL^^ap^^?10"31' "»t1t«t1ons. The

(a) Science, engineering and technology The African Regional Centre for
Engineering Design and
Manufacturing (ARCEDEM), Ibadan,
Nigeria *

: The African Regional Centre for
Technology (ARCT) Dakar, Senegal

: The African Institute for
Higher Technical Training and
Research (AIHTTR) Nairobi, Kenya

: The African Regional Organization
for Standardization, ARSO),
Nairobi, Kenya.

(b) Social Sciences: , ■ ; . Th^ A. . T
■ The African Institute for Economic

Development and Planninq (IDEP)
^akar, Senegal ;

The African Regional Centre for
Applies Research and Training in
Social Development (ARCATSODT
Tripoli, Libya

The Council for the Development
of Social and Economic Research
m Africa (CODESRIA) Dakar, Senegal
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(c) Administrative and Management Sciences: ^^^

Institute (ESAMI)
Arusha9 Tanzania

: African Training and

Research Centre in
Administration for

Development (CAFRAD),
Tangiers, Morocco

One foreseeable constraint in the implementation of these proposals by the
AAU would ^inadequate financial resources. It is, therefore, proposed that the
AAU consider the following courses of action:

(i) Request each participating Institution to contribute ^certain ratio
pf the budget of these projects or to finance ;their,individual

.'participation in project activities;

Hi) Prerare convincing project documents for each of these activities

O1) and'haveThem submitted for funding by "N*^1;;^*!:1*^!
donors such as UNESCO, UNDP, the World Bank, Swedish International
Sopment Agency (SIDA), Canadian International Development Agency
(CIDA)

F. Conclusion

»»™«!t policy

a

d,efs1on-«.ker..

s

Projects .nd

S It is!« raponsibiHty of third-
produce these men and women.

to
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also has to ba

Ip'llilliilliii:




